Abstract-High performance robotics is traditionally considered as an application area reserved to university laboratories and to the research centres of a limited group of company, which can afford high investments in equipments and system engineering. We make the point that this is not necessarily true if an adequate design is used to compensate for the lack of sophisticated sensors. To prove the validity of this idea we propose a concrete case study: driving a car-like vehicle at a high speed with a cost of the hardware below 500 Euros.
I. INTRODUCTION
A striking evidence of the impetus of the ICT development can be found in the domain of robotic systems. From the bulky and highly specialised machines of the industrial era, robots are evolving into flexible and familiar daily life objects in the post industrial world. Robotic vacuum cleaners and artificial pets are a frequent encounter in our shopping malls, while our cars are getting increasingly "intelligent".
However, when a leading edge performance is requested, the cost of commercial robotic devices soon becomes unbearable for common users and practitioners, and their use remain confined to a few university laboratories or to the research centres of large companies. Still, the falling cost of electronic devices and sensors could, in theory, make possible the construction of pretty advanced devices with a limited expense. A persistent problem that obstructs this possibility is the common perception that high performance inevitably requires: 1) sophisticated sensors, featuring a very good accuracy, 2) a powerful and reliable hardware, able to process a huge quantity of data in real-time. In this paper, we challenge the validity of both points. First, a lack of accuracy for the sensors can be easily compensated for by a high data rate: if we get a frequent information and elaborate it appropriately, we can easily get the same result as using a very accurate sensor. Second, a high processing power can be obtained by clustering together a good number of devices having a low processing power as long as the software infrastructure does not introduce a large overhead and permits a fine grained control of the real-time performance.
In this paper, we make a credible case for the feasibility of this approach by applying it to a meaningful case study. We consider the problem of path-following for a car-like vehicle running at a high speed. The problem is clearly inspired to the automatic driving of road vehicles, which is the focal point of yearly competitions between university and research centres such as the DARPA grand-challenge [1] . We consider a scaled down model for a car like vehicle and
Authors are with Department of Information Engineering and Computer Science (DISI), University of Trento, Via Sommarive 14, Trento, Italy {fontanelli,palopoli,rizano}@disi.unitn.it deal with the following problem: is it possible to drive the vehicle at its top speed (roughly corresponding to 200 km/h in the natural scale) by spending no more than 500 Euros for the hardware (i.e., computing and sensing platforms)? The problem of trajectory tracking control is well studied in robotics [2] , [3] , and effective solutions can be found even in text books. In our scenario, two issues stand out that add much to the difficulty of the problem: 1) how to localise the vehicle in the road with a low cost sensor, 2) how to carry out localisation, trajectory planning and control with the limited computation power imposed by the budget constraints.
As concerns localisation, a solution that qualifies for its low cost is the use of a video processing system. When compared to other technological options such as laser scanners or radars, not only do video systems prevail for their cost, but also for their easy and safe deployment and for the flexibility of their application (a camera can be used to localise the car on the track, but also to identify pedestrians or possible risk situations). The use of a camera mounted in the front side of an automobile has been proposed by several authors. For instance, in [4] a camera mounted in the front part of a vehicle is considered for road lane detection. An Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM) [5] is used in that case for perspective projection distorsions removal. In [6] the IPM is used in a stereo vision-based system for lane detection with a particular focus on generic obstacles detection. Additionally, Broggi et al. [7] , [8] proposed a VLSI-based architecture for fast IPM using hardware components, thus enabling applications on real vehicles.
The vision-based lane detection is customary treated as an image line recognition problem [9] , [10] , but it is made more difficult by time-varying light conditions and by vehicle's dynamic. One of the most famous and effective algorithms for line recognition is the Hough transform [11] . However, this algorithm needs line clustering in the image space and it is quite heavy from the computational point of view, although several optimization have been proposed in the last years, e.g. through randomization [12] or hierarchical image partitioning [13] . Among the algorithms specifically conceived for lane tracking and front cameras, the solution proposed by [14] adopts the Hough transform and RANdom Sample And Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [15] for line fitting, [16] proposes a connection of an Artificial Neural Network and RANSAC, and [17] matches grabbed image with prerecorded images. The main drawback of all the proposed algorithms is the computing workload generated on the platform. Even though [18] choses a solution similar to the one proposed here, in which IPM, RANSAC and a Kalman filter are orchestrated together, the computing power requests remain an unavoidable bottleneck for automatic vehicle control (i.e., about 800 ms per frame).
To synthesize, all these applications share two important limitations: the use of standard hardware for the video sensor reduces the possible sampling rate; the heavy computation required for image processing require specialised and expensive hardware. Both issues discourage the application of standard visual sensors in our context. In order to build a solution that stays within our cost constraints, we advocate the use of a special camera [19] that produces a low resolution B/W stream. However, the automated edge detection makes it possible to use it with a very aggressive sampling time. Since the information we require is quite simple (position of the lane side line), we can extract it with a sufficient accuracy by a combination of the RANSAC, which is indeed computationally quite affordable, and Kalman filtering. The use of a real-time software infrastructure, which provides the programmer with an adequate abstraction level without compromising his/her control on the allocation of hardware resources, allows us to carry out the non-negligible amount of operations required by our control task with a satisfactory performance.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II offers a system level description of the robotic car used in this work, while in Section III the visual sensing device and the algorithm used to extract the position and the orientation of the car on the track is reported. The control algorithm synthesized for the lateral control of the vehicle is instead depicted in Section IV. Finally, the experimental evidence of the effectiveness of the proposed solution is offered in Section V.
II. SYSTEM LEVEL DESCRIPTION
In order to show that a high performance robotic system can actually be built using low cost hardware, we have developed an example system, whose picture is reported in Figure 1 . The starting point was a 1/8 scale radio controlled competition car model. The model is a 4WD buggy car and is powered by an electric DC motor that thrusts it up to a maximum speed of about 25 km/h, which makes driving demanding for an unexperienced user on a scaled down track. Indeed, if the vehicle runs on a 1/8 scale track and sensors are placed very close to the ground (as per obvious physical constraints), the time constants required for kinematic control are comparable to those in a vehicle of natural size running at 200Km/h on a real track (clearly, the same does not apply to control of the system dynamics, which is outside of the scope of this paper).
As a first step, we have removed the electronic components used for remote driving, using the bare mechanical components of the vehicle and the driver for the motor, which is controlled by a PWM signal digital signal. We have also modified the chassis to accommodate the controller, which consists of a set of computing boards and of sensors.
In our second step, we have selected an appropriate set of sensor to be used for the control tasks. Our sensing scheme is organised in two layers. The lower layer contains such sensors as encoders, gyros and accelerometers which are used to estimate speed and accelerations. The application of these is to control the vehicle in the execution of specific set of manoeuvres (accelerate up to a desired position, turn of a specified angle). The higher layer is used to localise the vehicle in the environment, to analyse the road and to identify possible obstacles. For this purpose, we have adopted a couple of visual sensors, the first one facing headway and the second one sideways. The use of the higher layer is to plan the trajectories and to decide the manoeuvres that actuate this decision. This sensing scheme naturally induces an architecture design organised in two layers: the lower one is operated by a simple computing elements, which is easy to interface with the power electronic components and executes simple operations reliably and with a high rate. The higher layer requires more computation power and a sophisticated software infrastructure (to integrate legacy software components used for the vision algorithms), but operates on longer time scales.
A. Hardware Architecture
The scheme of the electronic controller is shown in Figure 2 . The low level sensing and the actuation is managed by a Flex Board 1 , which is based on a microchip dsPIC33
controller. The board can be power supplied with a variety of possible voltages (in the range 9 − 36V) and it exposes a set of connectors that can be used to piggyback expansion boards. For this project, we have developed an expansion board that integrates several peripherals: accelerometers, gyros, encoders (controlled by a dedicated PIC18 microcontroller) and a Digi xBee Pro Zigbee module 2 for wireless communication, which is used for remote emergency control and telemetry. These components are connected to the Flex Board using different serial channels (UART and SPI). The Flex Board is also connected to the motor driver and to the steering motor by means of its digital output channels.
The high level sensing, planning and control functionalities are implemented in a cluster of two BeagleBoards XM 3 . The BeagleBoard is based on a ARM-9 microprocessor (DM3730), operated at 1 GHz, and is equipped with 512Mb of low power DDR RAM. The first BeagleBoard is connected to a high data rate and low resolution camera (the Grain Cam), is mounted sideways and is used for lateral control (as detailed later). The camera consists of a special light contrast imager driven by a Xilinx CPLD Kelly board XEM 3001v2 equipped with an FPGA Xilinx Spartan-3 CoolRunner-II. The imager is a 35-µm CMOS sensor with a resolution of 128 × 64 pixels, which was designed and manufactured at FBK, Trento [19] . The second BeagleBoard is connected to a standard webcam through a USB connection, and is used for trajectory planning. For the exemplary used in this paper the connection of the two BeagleBoards is via an Ethernet links and one of them is connected to the Flex board via an I2C bus (in other vehicles we have used a CAN bus to interconnect the BeagleBoards and the Flex boards).
B. Software Architecture
The different software functionalities were distributed as follows between the different boards.
The Flex board is used to integrate the information coming from the different sensors (encoders, accelerometers and gyros), to execute the PID algorithm that controls the motor, to monitor the state of the vehicle (transmitting the information to the telemetry station) to execute emergency stops in case the vehicle goes out of control. The Flex board is running OSEK [20] compliant Erika kernel 4 . The Erika kernel is suitable for real-time programming, for it features: 1) a clear tasking scheme, 2) fixed and dynamic priority scheduling, 3) real-time resource sharing using the Priority Inheritance Protocol [21] , 4) support for the most common serial buses, which makes for an easy integration of new peripherals.
The BeagleBoard connected to the Grain Cam is used to compute the distance from the lane reference line and to execute the line following algorithm (the command for motors and steering are transmitted to the FLEX board through the I2C bus). The BeagleBoard connected to the front camera performs road recognition and executes the planning algorithm (which is transmitted to the first BeagleBoard through an Ethernet link). The BeagleBoards are operated by the Linux Kernel. In our case, we used the 2.6.32-ARM V7 version of the kernel, which is part of the Angstrom distribution shipped with the BeagleBoard. The use of a lightweight version of Linux allowed us to reduce the overhead incurred by the computation. Furthermore, the direct control of the scheduling priority offered a good level of control on the execution of the tasks implementing the controller. Finally, the presence of several boards interfaced on the bus enables a good degree of load balancing. Overall, the solution proposed optimises the efficiency in utilising the available resources, in the face of other solutions such as the ROS execution environment [22] . The price to pay is the development software development effort requested by the direct manipulation of low level mechanisms.
III. VISUAL SENSING
The visual sensing architecture (see Figure 3 ) comprises two cameras pointing to the ground. The high rate Grain Cam points on the right side of the vehicle, where the path to follow is supposed to be, e.g., the painted line delimiting a road surface. The main objective of the visual sensing apparatus is to robustly localize the vehicle with respect to the path to follow. To this end, we make use of a virtual camera placed over the path [23] and of a robust algorithm for parallel line detection based on RANSAC [24] . Finally, we will use an extended Kalman filter for efficient tracking. Similarly, the front camera points in front of the vehicle and it is endowed with the same image processing algorithm, hence the algorithm will be presented only for the Grain Cam. Future developments will use the information coming from this webcam not only for localization but also for trajectory planning.
Even though the single components of the approach here presented are not novel per se, the focus of the paper is on the integration of such approaches to come up with an effective solution with low cost hardware. Nevertheless, the crucial idea of the virtual camera, stemming form the IPM, let the proposed algorithm to be robust with respect to unpredictable mechanical vibrations and road imperfections that otherwise would hinder the correct application of the IPM.
A. System configuration and problem formulation
A moving reference frame R = {O r , X r , Y r , Z r } is attached to the robot chassis, where the origin O r is attached in the mid-point of the rear wheel axle, X r pointing in the forward direction and Z r perpendicular to the plane of motion, pointing upwards (see Figure 3 for reference) .
A fixed right-handed reference frame W = {O w , X w , Y w , Z w }, whose plane P = X w × Y w is the plane of motion (Figure 3) . The actual camera reference frame C a = {O ca , X ca , Y ca , Z ca } is the frame attached to the vision system, which is fixed to the vehicle chassis. The axis Z ca is chosen to be orthogonal to the image plane, intersecting it in the principal point. The path to follow is a stripe painted on the plane of motion, generating two line edges in the grabbed image. By indicating with ca g w ∈ se(3) the rigid transformation between W and C a , a point
T belonging to the stripe edge is projected onto the image I a in the point
where ( ia x i , ia y i ) is the pixel position in the image plane with respect to the 2D image reference frame I = {O i , X i , Y i } and f is the focal length of the camera. The position in the image plane is given by the perspective projection
Since the robot is moving on the plane P , the general problem of vehicle-to-path relative localization turns to an estimation problem of the quantities y p , i.e., the distance between O r and the path along the Y r axis, and θ p , i.e., the relative orientation of the robot w.r.t. the orientation of the path, as reported in Figure 3 .
B. Virtual camera
If the angle θ p differs form zero, parallel lines in the plane P are no more parallel in the image I a . In order to simplify the parallel line detection algorithm, the perspective is inverted. In practice, this amounts in generating a virtual image I v as it would be grabbed from a virtual camera placed over the path through IPM. More in depth, a virtual reference frame C v = {O cv , X cv , Y cv , Z cv }, with plane X cv × Y cv parallel to the plane X w ×Y w and with Z cv pointing towards the plane of motion is defined (see Figure 3) . It has been shown in [23] that the virtual image preserve the quantities of interest y p and θ p . Moreover, a robust estimation algorithm is designed accounting for unpredicted vehicle pitch and roll motions, which otherwise would disrupt the effectiveness of the IPM. An additional feature that has been developed for this paper is that the position and orientation of the virtual camera can be adaptively changed to further facilitate the parallel line detection algorithm. For example, changing the distance of the virtual camera from the ground, a zooming effect is gained on the image I v .
C. Parallel line detection
Once the virtual image I v has been synthesized, parallelism between lines is preserved. Hence, an effective and robust parallel line detection algorithm can be designed. In particular, we adopted a solution based on RANSAC, a robust algorithm able to fit the desired model given experimental measures and even in presence of a significant percentage of outliers [15] . The algorithm has been presented in [24] , in which the estimated quantities are the mean point h of the intersection of the lines with the X v axis, measured in pixels, and the orientation α of the lines with respect to the Y v , measured in radians. More precisely, by denoting with
two virtual image points belonging to the path left edge, one has
and, for the orientation of the road line
with α ∈ [0, −π). According to these definitions, h → ∞ for lines that are parallel to X i , whereas (h, α) = (0, 0) when the road line is exactly in the center of the image and it looks perfectly vertical. Observe that (3) depends on the parameter d, the distance in pixels between the line edges. It has to be noted that the relative distance of the vehicle to the path, the field-of-view and the limited resolution of the camera does not allow to detect bending curves in the image space, thus reducing the image analysis to straight parallel lines. With reference to Figure 3 , h and α, computed in the image space, can be easily transformed in the 3D space by the knowledge of f , thus giving y p and θ p .
IV. CONTROL AND ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
The estimation and control algorithms, which are based on standard techniques, are now introduced. To this end, the vehicle model is firstly offered. Again, the focus of this section is to cast existing solutions to the available system, proposing algorithms that are suitable for a low cost embedded platform.
A. Vehicle model
In the proposed platform a PID control for wheels' desired velocity tracking is implemented with a high closed loop rate using the Flex Board. Therefore, dynamic effects can be neglected in the vehicle model, which can be kinematically modelled as a car-like robot with rear traction, i.e., 
where L is the length of the vehicle, (x r , y r ) are the coordinates of the mid-point of the rear wheel axle in W , θ r is the orientation of the vehicle body w.r.t. X w , φ is the orientation of the steering wheels w.r.t. the car body, v is the tangential acceleration and, finally, ω is the steering angle velocity. Note that the available robotic platform poses further simplifications to the model (5), since the steering angle is controlled directly in position using a PWM. As a consequence, ω is neglected and φ r si considered as the controlled steering angle. Moreover, since the problem at hand is a path following task, the system (5) can be suitably rewritten in error coordinates with respect to the path, i.e.,
where y p is the distance between the vehicle reference point and the path, while θ p is the orientation of the vehicle body w.r.t. the tangent to the path. It has to be noted how x p plays no role in (6), since it is unobservable from path images.
B. Efficient tracking with Extended Kalman Filter
The values of (h, α, d) associated with a given image will be also used as prior knowledge for the road line detection of the following grabbed image. This way, the computation times will be reduced by constraining the line search in a subset of the image. The dynamics of these three parameters is a function of both the line to be tracked and the motion of the camera. By denoting with (h p , α p , d p ) the path quantities in the 3D coordinates and recalling that h p = y p and θ p = α p by construction, one getṡ
where r is the curve radius, which is +∞ for straight paths. The meaning ofḋ p = 0 is that the path width is constant. It is now evident that by means of (7) and (2), the time evolution of the quantities (h, α, d) in the image plane can be derived. However, two main issues needs to be addressed: the impossibility to determine the correct curve radius r and the presence of noise in the actuation/measurement process of α p , v and φ r . While the first problem can be tackled by using a path reconstruction algorithm for the camera pointing towards the road, the second comes always in place. However, such a path reconstruction algorithm is not available at the moment and hence we will increase the noise power injected inα p to deal with the unknown radius.
For robust estimation of path lines in the images, an extended Kalman filter (EKF) is applied to (7) , in order to return refined values of h, α and d to be used as prior to the RANSAC-based algorithm presented in Section III. With this choice, computational burden is dramatically reduced. Indeed, the unknown probability density functions related to the estimation processes of h and α can be considered multimodal for the presence of both outliers and noise in every grabbed image, which drains a relatively high computing power to get a correct estimate from an embedded system. However, the camera can not move instantaneously in multiple different directions, hence the uncertainty distribution associated with the motion of the camera is definitely unimodal and model-based.
At the beginning, the EKF is initialized as soon as a road line is clearly detected in the image plane. In this preliminary phase, a longer execution time is tolerated in order to have an accurate first guess. Then, the estimation algorithm performs iteratively the following three steps: a) the Kalman filter predicts the future position of the parallel lines using (7); b) the position and orientation of the parallel lines (i.e., the values of h, α and d) are computed by RANSAC using the position prediction given by the Kalman filter; c) the estimation of the state q updated using the measures coming from the RANSAC-based algorithm.
The duration of each iteration must be shorter than the frame period of the camera. If an image is not sufficiently informative due to structured or unstructured outliers (e.g., illumination problems, shadows, small potholes or faded paint), RANSAC does not return a valid line measurement. However, this kind of situations can be tolerated to a certain extent using the information retained by the Kalman filter. In such a case, the filter works in open loop, which leads to an increasing uncertainty of the estimates. If, after the EKF update, the covariance exceeds a certain threshold (whose maximum value is bounded by the image size), the EKF is reinitialized and the procedure starts over.
C. The control algorithm
The control algorithm adopted in this paper is a discrete time linear controller, whose sampling time T s is given by the frame rate given by the side camera. First, a linearized version of (6) at the equilibrium y p = θ p = φ r = 0 has been derived, i.e.,ż
while complete knowledge of the state is assumed via the localization algorithm introduced. Next, the continuous time linear system (8) is discretized with sampling time T s and, finally, a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is synthesized. The LQR regulator is tuned in order to have the limited turning radius of the car-like vehicle respected. The controller defined for the system (8) is designed in the usual vehicle space. However, since the perspective mapping (2) connects directly the quantities in (8) with the image quantities (h, α, d), the controller can also be viewed as an image-based controller. Moreover, whenever an estimate of r is available, the model (8) changes accordingly, thus zeroing the tracking errors along bending paths.
V. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
This section reports experimental results of the proposed solution, analyzing both the implementation of the control algorithms and their execution times and the results of the path tracking algorithm in the real implementation.
A. Implementation and computing performance
As depicted in Figure 2 , the system consists of different boards offering different functionalities, which are: the vehicle low-level control algorithm, the path following algorithm and the trajectory planner.
The getaway role towards the low level sensors (tachometers, gyros and accelerometers) and actuators (traction and steering motors) is played by the Flex board. The Flex board, running an OSEK compliant OS, has several tasks executing on top of the OS, which are:
• The PID Task performs the PID algorithm to control the motor speed, executed every 2 ms; • The Sensor Task reads the measures from the two gyroscopes and the accelerometer, executed every 150 ms; • The Telemetry Task sends log sensor/actuator/control inputs information to the base station, executed every 50 ms; • The Steering Control Task generates the PWM signal to the position-controlled servo motor of the steered wheels, executed every 20 ms. These tasks are executed using fixed priority a scheduler whereas a task with lower periodicity has higher priority. The PID task runs at 2 ms in order to reduce the transient time. The goal of the PID task is to maintain a constant vehicle speed while moving along the path. The sensor task runs at 150 ms since the measurement will only be used in the high level planner which should operate at the same periodicity. These measurement is not currently used in the path following controller. Although the telemetry task is not essential in the system, the log produced is useful for offline evaluation of the system performance. The sampling time of 50 ms is chosen to maintain balance between the processor utilization and the quality of the produced log.
The reference for the Steering Control Task is transmitted to the Flex board by the beagleboard, which executes the Path Following algorithm. The beagleboard obtains a new image from the camera at maximum rate of 85 fps. The image processing algorithm described in Section III is implemented on the beagleboard to estimate the center and the orientation of the line (h, α) in the image space. The estimates are used by the beagleboard to execute the control algorithm, presented in Section IV in order to compute steering angle to be transmitted to the Flex board via SPI serial connection. As a consequence, the computation time of the whole chain of image acquisition, image processing and control algorithms is bounded by the period of the control task on the Flex board, i.e., 20 ms. Due to the large variation in the acquired images, mainly related to the noisy background or to illumination changes, there are some lowprobable cases in which the computation time of the task is larger than 20 ms (see Figure 4 ). In such a cases, the computation is aborted and the last computed value is held constant.
B. Path tracking results
The path is made of a dark color ribbon 2.5 cm wide and deployed in an indoor, sufficiently lit, corridor. The contrast of the foreground (the path) and the background enables the custom camera to detect the lines. However, the pavement has a gravel-like pattern, which generates noise for the image processing algorithm. Typical images captured from the custom cam are presented in Figure 5 , left column (a). Each grabbed image is then rectified to obtain the virtual image, as visually represented in the mid column (b) of Figure 5 . The path line detection algorithm presented in Section IV is then executed to extract (h, α). The effectiveness of the proposed approach is pictorially described in the rightmost column (c) of Figure 5 , where the estimated path lines (left, center, right) are drawn in red, green and blue respectively. The second row of images in Figure 5 clearly shows the role played by the Kalman filter in combination with the RANSAC algorithm, since it can correctly manage situations in which only one line is detected in the image space.
The effectiveness of the proposed solution has been tested with several experimental tests, executed in different light conditions. Unfortunately, the actual version of the GrainCam does not work properly for our purposes, i.e., with frame rate of at least 50/60 frames per second, if artificial light is used. Even though it is currently under development a solution with a led ring synchronized with the desired frame rate to overcome this problem, the experiments here reported were carried out in sunlight. The major drawback in this case is represented by shadows, which are very regular in indoor environments and hence may generate annoying structured outliers for the vision algorithm. However, it has been already shown that this situation can be properly treated adopting the randomized solution offered by RANSAC [26] .
The track used for the experiments was approximately 20 meters long, constituted with a sequence of straight paths and bends. Only bends with very large curvature radius have been considered due to two main reasons: firstly, the limited turning radius of the steering wheels, that limits the maximum bend radius as a function of the vehicle desired forward velocity v, and, secondly, the controller is linear and does not rely (at the moment) on trajectory planning, which is necessary to effectively approach sharp curves. Experimental results were gathered were by placing the car with different and unknown initial orientation and distance to the line. The car moved along the track with a constant forward velocity of 2 m/s. During the experiments we collected the virtual image space estimated values h and α, which are shown in Figure 6 -(a) and (b), respectively. The value of h is given in pixels, while α represents the slope of the parallel lines. Additionally, the value of d, i.e., the estimated image dimension of the track width, is also reported in Figure 6 -(c).
Although the velocity of the car in the experiments of 2 m/s is less than the desired one of 7 m/s, the solution here proposed represents a first attempt towards such that ambitious goal. In fact, the experiments have shown that the buggy car available hardware is very unreliable for the application we are aiming at. In particular, the motor driver controlling the steering angle is prone to failure and, more importantly, open loop. For this reason, we are working on a solution based on a cheap potentiometer and a software robust controller to close the loop.
The path following algorithm execute properly if the car remains at a specified distance from the path. In the experiments, such distance has been fixed to 20 cm. Therefore, the virtual camera position has been chosen to be exactly over the track if the vehicle-to-track distance is 20 cm. As a consequence, the desired distance of the path in the virtual image space should be 0. From Figure 6 -(a), it can be observed that the car remains within ±10 pixels from the center of the track. The small oscillation around the desired position is mainly due to the nature of the track which contains slight bends. Figure 6 -(b), instead, shows that the car is moving parallel to the track. There are a few isolated points in the figure where the value of the slope is very large. This is mainly due to imperfect line tracking.
The estimated values of the distance y p between the path and the origin O r and the relative orientation of the robot θ p are instead reported in Figure 7 -(a) and (b), measured in centimeters and radians, respectively. Such values, that are the inputs to the linear controller, are given by the image space estimated values (h, α) and the knowledge of the camera focal length f . The parallel line detection algorithm has been shown to be effective for a real application, since its accuracy in position less than half a centimeter and error in orientation less than 0.01 radians. Therefore, the measures of y p and θ p can be considered as performance indices for the controller while the car is moving along the path.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown how a car-like vehicle can be driven at a high speed using low cost hardware. The main ingredients of our approach are a set of low cost sensors (comprising a high data rate camera, operated with a low resolution) and an appropriate hardware/software architecture. The experimental data indicate a good performance when the car is moving along a straight line with a constant speed. The extension of our approach to general tracks (with curved segments) requires a front camera to extend the reach of our sensors, to reconstruct the track for some metres ahead and perform an optimised motion planning. The high speed camera can be used to execute the plan. This is the the work direction we are currently pursuing.
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